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Abstract
New wireless technologies allow mobile users to have easy access to real time
data, and stay connected with friends, colleagues, & business partners. However
emerging applications are usually data-centric but existing IP oriented paradigms
are not flexible enough to support this. To support emerging mobile applications,
we are developing a next generation mobile network that supports mobile content
centric networking features, namely (a) intentional named message delivery, (b)
content-centric security, (c) push-pull based data disseminations.

In our new SECON network, users can send User Interest (UI) packets to Content
Resolution Server (CRS) to request for content data (CD) packets associated with
a particular URI. The UIs will be forwarded by the receiving CRS to other CRSes
that know who will be publishing content packets related to that URI. The UIs can
also have intentional-named destinations e.g. all CRSes within a certain
geographical area. In addition content publishers can send content publish
announcement (CPA)s to CRSes before they forward content data packets to these
CRSes. We have a preliminary prototype that supports UI, CPA & CD features. We
also support CPA aggregation feature. More features will be added in the near
future.
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Future Work
• Extend our  prototype to include real database and more image recognition.
• Compare different real-time video streaming protocols in content centric networks.
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Our intentional named message delivery feature allows

messages such as ““““ secon://intent:((role=students,
university=lehigh, loc=(Packard Lab, 100m)) to be delivered to all
lehigh students that are currently located in a target region
described as within 100m of Packard Lab (our CS building). Our
current prototype is more efficient than CCNX in delivering
contents.

Applications using content-centric features need to be
developed before such networks will be adopted by networking
community. We have presented Lehigh Explorer where students
can search for useful information about campuses that they
would like to attend.

Here, we present another real-time application where a user can
find published video streams based on keywords. The real-time
video streams can be encrypted such that intermediate routers
cannot eavesdrop on such contents. Paying users can encrypt
such content packets and enjoy the video streams.

Video Streaming Demo Topology

We assume we have two CRSes, a publisher
and a subscriber. The publisher publishes real-
time video events such as movies, basketball or
tennis games. A subscriber can submit a
keyword-based search to look for action movies
and can select a particular video to retrieve
once given a list of available movie trailers. The
subscriber can continue the video streaming
when switched to a different CRS.
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Our Previous Lehigh Explorer allows a student to send his keyword-based
interests to retrieve relevant information. Furthermore, a user can
tap on the returned image to retrieve more refined information.
Additional technique is used to optimize the returned information
based on the form factor of the device.
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